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Field Guide to Common Marine Fishes 
and Invertebrates of Alaska

Susan C. Byersdorfer and Leslie J. Watson

360 pp.  |  Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-149-1

SG-ED-67  |  $35.00 
PDF  |  $31.50

With color photographs and descriptions of more than 400 marine 
species, this guide makes it easy to identify common Alaska fish and 
invertebrates. The waterproof book is valuable for at-sea biologists 
and technicians, fishers, teachers, and anyone who wants to know 
what they’ve caught or what an animal looks like. The primary 
geographic range is the eastern Bering Sea, central Aleutian Islands, 
and western and central Gulf of Alaska. Waters north of Norton 
Sound and in southeastern Alaska are included.

Guide to Marine Mammals  
and Turtles of the U.S.  
Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico

Kate Wynne and Malia Schwartz

115 pp.  |  6 x 8.5 
Softcover book  |  wire-o 
ISBN 978-0-93841-243-4

MAB-50  |  $25.00 
PDF  |  $21.50

Winner of a National Outdoor Book Award for best nature guidebook

All U.S. Atlantic species of whales, dolphins, porpoises, seals, manatee, and sea turtles are depicted in this identification guide. 
Designed for the professional as well as the casual observer. Printed on waterproof paper. 

Fall 2014

pdf

pdf
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FIELD GUIDES

Guide to Marine Mammals 
of Alaska, 4th edn

Kate Wynne 
Pieter Folkens, illustrator

80 pp.  |  5.75 x 8.5 
Softcover book  |  wire-o 
ISBN 978-1-56612-167-5

MAB-44  |  $25.00

Winner of several national awards

This guide is the only book that 
exclusively covers all 29 marine mammal 
species of Alaska. Color photos and 
surface profile drawings show Alaska 
marine mammals and compare similar 
species, and color range maps show 
distribution. Mammal characteristics and 
descriptions are presented in a format 
that allows fast, accurate identification 
at sea. This book is printed on durable 
water-resistant paper.

Field Guide to Sharks, 
Skates, and Ratfish of Alaska

Duane E. Stevenson, James W. 
Orr, Gerald R. Hoff, and John D. 
McEachran. Cover art by Ray Troll

85 pp.  |  5.75 x 8.5  
Softcover book  |  wire-o 
ISBN 978-1-56612-113-2

SG-ED-57  | $25.00

An identification key to sharks, skates, 
and one ratfish is included, as well 
as a key to egg cases. Color photos, 
illustrations, and distribution maps are 
provided for each species. This book 
is printed on durable water-resistant 
paper.

Guide to Marine Mammals and Turtles of the U.S. Pacific

Kate Wynne, illustrated by Garth Mix

6 x 8.5 
Softcover book  |  wire-o 
ISBN 978-1-56612-176-7

MAB-64  |  $25.00

This guide to marine mammals and sea turtles of Hawaii, California, Oregon, and 
Washington is ideal for use on boats, on beach walks, and in classrooms, offices, 
laboratories, and homes. The wire-o binding makes it easy to flip through the 
durable, waterproof pages and keep the book open to the desired page.

Kate Wynne, leading marine mammal field biologist, describes species behavior, 
dive pattern, habitat, life history, and interactions with humans. She explains how 
to distinguish whales, dolphins, porpoises, seals, sea lions, sea otters, and sea 
turtles, and notes evolutionary adaptations for life in the sea. 

Each animal is represented by a color illustration by nature illustrator Garth Mix. 
Range maps show where species occur, and surface profile silhouettes are a great 
help for making positive identifications. 

Become a fan of Alaska Sea Grant.  
Follow us on Facebook, YouTube, or Twitter.

Guide to Northeast 
Pacific Rockfishes: Genera 
Sebastes and Sebastolobus

Donald E. Kramer and Victoria 
O'Connell

78 pp.  |  6.25 x 8.5 
Softcover book  |  wire-o 
ISBN 978-1-56612-079-1

MAB-25  |  $20.00

Winner of a national award

This guide, printed on water-resistant 
paper, helps identify all 37 rockfish 
species in Alaska and British Columbia, 
and most of the rockfish in Oregon and 
Washington.

FIELD GUIDES

Coming Soon
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FIELD GUIDES

Field Guide to Bird Nests 
and Eggs of Alaska’s 
Coastal Tundra, 2nd edn

Tim Bowman

80 pp.  |  5.5 x 8.5 
Softcover book  |  wire-o 
ISBN 978-1-56612-129-3

SG-ED-44  |  $25.00

Winner of a national award

This easy-to-use book helps in 
identification of nests and eggs of birds 
on Alaska's coastal tundra. The book is 
printed on durable water-resistant paper.

Alaska’s Ocean Bounty

11 x 17  |  Poster 
ISBN 978-1-56612-108-8

SG-ED-31 |  $7.00

This laminated color poster shows 33 of Alaska’s most important seafood species. 
On the back side, illustrated instructions show how to create art prints from fish. Also 
makes an excellent placemat.

Create art prints from fish.

FIELD GUIDES

or call toll-free 888.789.0090  5   

Surviving on the Foods 
and Water from Alaska's 
Southern Shores, 3rd edn

Dolly Garza

35 pp.  |  5.5 x 8.5 
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-174-3

MAB-38  |  $7.50 
PDF  |  $6.75

This illustrated booklet describes wilder-
ness sources of nutritious foods useful in 
a survival situation, or just for everyday 
consumption. The reader is advised how 
to make drinking water safe and how to 
find and prepare intertidal sea animals, 
bird eggs, land plants, and seaweeds for 
eating. Includes color pictures, and shows 
differences between edible plants and 
animals and poisonous ones.

Common Edible Seaweeds 
in the Gulf of Alaska, 2nd edn

Dolly Garza

61 pp.  |  5.5 x 8.5 
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-168-2

SG-ED-46  |  $10.00 
PDF  |  $9.00 
BuNDlE  |  $13.00

Winner of two national book awards

Seven Alaska seaweed species are 
highlighted in this book—the ones that 
are most delicious and easiest to harvest. 
Illustrations and photos help the reader 
identify, harvest, and dry the seaweeds—
plus one land plant, beach asparagus. 
The reader is also treated to more than 25 
tasty recipes using the seaweeds.

pdf pdf

New Edition
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FIELD GUIDES

Marine Mammals of the 
Eastern North Pacific, 3rd edn

Pieter Folkens

5.75 x 9.25  |  Brochure 
ISBN 978-1-892710-00-1

M-17  |  $10.00

A color-illustrated brochure that 
shows all 50 marine mammals found in 
southern Alaska, the Hawaiian Islands, 
and along the west coast of North 
America. This waterproof guide helps 
with on-site identification, and is an 
excellent classroom tool.

Field Guide to Squids and 
Octopods of the Eastern 
North Pacific and Bering Sea

Elaina M. Jorgensen

100 pp.  |  6.5 x 9 
Softcover book  |  wire-o 
ISBN 978-1-56612-139-2

SG-ED-65  |  $25.00

Winner of several national awards

This guide helps natural science 
enthusiasts and scientists identify 
squids and octopods from the high 
eastern North Pacific Ocean and Bering 
Sea. These regions have been difficult to 
sample due to rough seas, leaving the 
cephalopod fauna poorly known until 
now. A key to 44 species is included, 
and the book is amply illustrated with 
line drawings, color photos, and maps. 
This book is printed on durable water-
resistant paper.

Guide to Northeast 
Pacific Flatfishes: Families 
Bothidae, Cynoglossidae, and 
Pleuronectidae, 2nd edn

Donald E. Kramer, William H. 
Barss, Brian C. Paust, and Barry E. 
Bracken

114 pp.  |  5.5 x 8.5 
Softcover book  |  wire-o 
ISBN 978-1-56612-116-3

MAB-47  |  $25.00

Winner of a national award 

This authoritative guide, printed on 
durable water-resistant paper, identifies 
all 40 species of flatfishes in the northeast 
Pacific. Useful to commercial fishermen 
and fisheries educators, processors, 
observers, managers, recreational 
fishermen, and divers.

North Pacific Albatrosses

Liz Mitchell

2 pp.  |  8.5 x 10.75  |  Poster

M-04  |  $4.00

Use this laminated card to identify short-tailed, Laysan, and black-footed albatrosses.

http://seagrant.uaf.edu/bookstore/
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Marine recreation

Responsible Marine 
Wildlife Viewing

Terry Johnson

8 pp.  |  8.5 x 11  |  booklet

M-49  |  $3.00 
PDF  |  Free

Sea Grams
Terry Johnson

Buying Insurance for Your 
Charterboat   
ASG-35  |  6 pp. 
Single copy  |  $1.00 
PDF  |  Free

What You Need to Know 
about Recreational Boat 
Insurance 
ASG-36  |  6 pp. 
Single copy  |  $1.00 
PDF  |  Free

Finding a Seasonal Job on  
Alaska’s Waters  
ASG-37  |  8 pp. 
Single copy  |  $1.00 
PDF  |  Free

Tips for Photographers, 
Birders, and Wildlife 
Viewers on Guided Trips 
ASG-53  |  8 pp. 
Single copy  |  $1.00 
PDF  |  Free

pdf

Gulf of Alaska Coastal Travel Routes

Terry Johnson

www.marineadvisory.org/recreation
This online boater’s travel guide focuses on the eastern and central Gulf 
of Alaska, from west of Glacier Bay to Homer, where the vessel traffic is 
sparse, communities are few and far between, and exposure to the North 
Pacific is challenging. Adventurers, fishermen, sailors, and recreational 
boaters can use the guide to find their way in a region that is much less 
traveled than Southeast Alaska. It is a spectacular trip in good weather 
with opportunities to experience the scenery, the solitude, geology, 
human history, wildlife, and excellent angling. The website has photos 
and a map of the area, and provides basic safety information.

New!

Flat Out Facts 
about Halibut

Doug Coughenower 
and Cal Blood

SG-ED-29

Angler's Guide to 
the Rockfishes of 
Alaska: Biology & 
Fishery Management

Scott Meyer

SG-ED-40

Preventing 
& Treating 
Seasickness
Terry Johnson

SG-ED-47

pdf

pdf

pdf

pdf

Single copy  |  Free 
PDF  |  Free 
Multiple copies  |  See website 
4 x 9  |  Brochures
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Marine COnSerVaTiOn

Coastal Erosion 
Responses for 
Alaska: Workshop 
Proceedings

Orson P. Smith, editor

80 pp.  |  6 x 9 
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-111-8

AK-SG-06-03  |  $10.00 
PDF  |  Free

While shoreline construction 
in Alaska is young and 
unproven, Alaskans can 
learn from tribulations in 
other parts of the world. 
Ten articles by coastal 
engineering experts, in 
this book, address coastal 
processes and trends that 
drive shoreline retreat and 
coastal erosion.

Responses to 
Coastal Erosion 
in Alaska in a 
Changing Climate: 
A Guide for Coastal 
Residents, Business and 
Resource Managers, 
Engineers, and Builders

Orson P. Smith and 
Mikal K. Hendee

120 pp.  |  Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-165-1

SG-ED-75  |  $30.00 
PDF  |  $27.00 
BuNDlE  |  $39.00

This illustrated book 
addresses the basics of 
coastal erosion along 
Alaska’s shoreline, and 
reviews options for 
responses.

pdfpdf

Coastal Alaska is changing before our eyes. Some changes are dramatic, 
others subtle—but there is no question that our coasts and marine-
dependent communities are undergoing profound change. Scientists who 

study the oceans and coasts see indications that even greater change is coming between now and 
the end of the century. With thoughtful planning we can minimize the harm to our communities, 
businesses, and lifestyles, and in some cases we may find ways to benefit from change. Take a look 
at the fact sheets below for more information.

Living on Alaska’s Changing Coast:  
Adapting to Climate Change in Coastal Alaska

www.marineadvisory.org/climate

Fisheries Adaptations to   
     Climate Change     M-163PDF 

Fisheries Effects     M-157PDF

Harmful Algal Blooms     M-158PDF

Species Shifts     M-159PDF

Ocean Acidification     M-138PDF

Climate Change & Subsistence      M-139PDF

Sea Level Rise & Storm Surge      M-140PDF

Permafrost Change     M-144PDF

Rat Control for 
Alaska Waterfront 
Facilities

Terry Johnson

106 pp.  |  6 x 9 
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-130-9

MAB-62  |  Free 
PDF  |  Free

This manual is for operators 
of Alaska waterfront facilities 
who want to control rats 
where they are a problem, 
and to keep other locations 
rat-free. The book addresses 
methods and strategies 
for prevention and control 
in Alaska ports, harbors, 
seafood processing and 
other waterfront facilities, 
and aboard vessels.

pdf

Every Halibut Counts:  
Improving Release 
Survival of Sport 
Caught Halibut

Deborah Mercy

DVD 
M-183  |  Free
A short video demonstrating 
techniques sport fisherman 
can use when releasing 
halibut, to increase the 
chances that the fish will 
survive.

ImImmprprprovovoviniing g ReReReleleleasasase e e SuSuSurvrvivivalalal 
ofofof SSSpopoportrtrt CCCauauaughghghtt HaHaalililibububuttt

Directed by Deborah Mercy

Coming Soon

Adapting to Climate 
Change in Alaska

17 mins.  |  DVD 
M-135  |  $3.75 
watch online  |  Free

This video describes steps 
some communities are taking 
to maintain their lifestyles in 
the face of climate change. 

http://seagrant.uaf.edu/bookstore/
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Marine COnSerVaTiOn

pdf pdf pdf pdf

Community-Based 
Coastal Observing 
in Alaska: Aleutian 
Life Forum 2006

Reid Brewer, editor

111 pp.  |  6 x 9 
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-124-8

AK-SG-07-03  |  $15.00 
PDF  |  $13.50 
BuNDlE  |  $19.50

Marine Debris in 
Alaska: Coordinating 
Our Efforts

Michael Williams and 
Erika Ammann, editors

136 pp.  |  6.25 x 9 
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-135-4

AK-SG-09-01  |  $15.00 
PDF  |  Free

Clean Boating

Alan Sorum

12 pp.  |  8.5 x 11

M-72  |  Free 
PDF  |  Free

Vessel owners learn how to 
respond to fuel spills, best 
management practices in 
waste disposal, and other 
tips.

Clean Boating 
for Alaskans

28 pp.  |  5.5 x 8.5 
Softcover book  
ISBN 978-1-56612-150-7

MAB-63  |  Free 
PDF  |  Free

Tells how to operate 
your boat efficiently and 
minimize the impact on the 
environment.

Imam Cimiucia: Our Changing Sea

Anne Salomon, Nick Tanape, and Henry Huntington  
Lisa Williams, principal photographer

123 pp.  |  12.25 x 8.5 
Hardcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-159-0

SG-ED-70  |  $39.95 $20.00

Winner of the Alaska Library Association Alaskana Award 
1st Place hard/soft cover books National Association of Government Communicators

Through the lens of Western science and traditional Native knowledge, art, and photography, the authors uncover some of the 
ecological, social, and economic causes of coastal ecosystem change on Alaska’s Kenai Peninsula. The reader is offered a rare 
opportunity to share experiences, perspectives, and knowledge of Sugpiaq Elders and village residents whose lives and intuitions are 
shaped by the rhythms of the sea. This collaboration illuminates the resilience and limits of marine ecosystems and the vast archive of 
knowledge and expertise held by different cultures.
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Marine COnSerVaTiOn

Saving Fuel on 
Your Recreational 
or Charter Boat

Terry Johnson

8 pp.  |  8.5 x 11

ASG-56  |  $1.00 
PDF  |  Free 

North Aleutian Basin 
Energy-Fisheries:  
Workshop Proceedings

Brian J. Allee, editor

208 pp.   |  6 x 9 
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-137-8

AK-SG-09-03  |  $15.00 
PDF  |  Free

pdf

pdf

Tips to Reduce Fuel Costs for Your Boat
11 x 17  |  Poster

SG-ED-63  |  Free  
PDF  |  Free

Save Money on Boat Fuel
Brochure

SG-ED-62  |  50¢ 
PDF  |  Free

Does Diesel Have 
a Future in the 
Fishing Industry?

Greg Fisk

8 pp.  |  8.5 x 11

ASG-52  |  $1.00 
PDF  |  Free 

pdf

ALASKA SEA GRANT 
MARINE ADVISORY PROGRAM

ASG-57    2011

doi:10.4027/fsmfiv.2011

Fuel-Saving  
Measures for Fishing 
Industry Vessels

When gasoline and diesel fuel prices 
hit record high levels in 2008, vessel 
operators looked for new ways to reduce 
fuel consumption and costs. Prices 
retreated the following year and the 
concern about fuel efficiency diminished. 
In 2011 prices began climbing again, and 
analysts say that the supply and demand 
factors point to a coming era of fuel prices 
substantially higher than previously 
experienced in the United States. 

Research organizations in the United 
States and abroad conduct studies on 
ways to cut fuel costs. Formal research 
and operational experience point to 
technological and operational measures 
that can help vessel owners save fuel. 

This report summarizes results from published studies and experiences reported by 
commercial vessel operators on ways to reduce fuel consumption and save money. It is 
intended to do the following:

1. Briefly outline how fuel energy is consumed in a fishing vessel and the implications 
for finding fuel savings.

2. Describe results of research into vessel energy efficiency.

3. List some emerging technologies, existing technologies currently in application 
outside of the fishing industry, and technologies and classes of products that are 
being touted as helpful in saving fuel but are impractical, unproven, or proven to be 
ineffective.

4. Describe some proven methods for achieving improved efficiency that are realistic for 
fishing operations.

5. Summarize the concept of a fishing vessel energy audit.

by Terry Johnson
Alaska Sea Grant Marine  

Advisory Program
University of Alaska Fairbanks
1007 W. 3rd Ave., Suite 100
Anchorage, AK 99501
(907) 274-9695
terry.johnson@alaska.edu

pdf

Fuel-Saving 
Measures for Fishing 
Industry Vessels

Terry Johnson

16 pp.  |  8.5 x 11

ASG-57  |  $1.00 
PDF  |  Free 

Steps to Success for 
Rural Entrepreneurs:  
Starting an Ecotourism 
Business in Alaska

Terry Johnson

94 pp.  |  8.5 x 11 
Softcover book  |  spiral 
ISBN 978-1-56612-132-3

M-88  |  Free 
PDF  |  Free

Northern Harbors  
and Small Ports: 
Operation and 
Maintenance

Alan Sorum

162 pp.  |  5.5 x 8.5 
Softcover book  
ISBN 978-1-56612-102-6

MAB-56  |  $20.00 
PDF  |  $18.00

pdf

pdf

http://seagrant.uaf.edu/bookstore/


CommerCial Fishing saFety & survival

Beating the Odds: 
A Guide to Fishing 
Safety, 7th edn

Susan Clark Jensen and 
Jerry Dzugan

5.5 x 8.5  |  Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-178-1

MAB-41  |  $15.00 
Winner of several national awards

Beating the Odds is an 
excellent resource on safety 
and survival.
The seventh edition features 
substantial renewal to the 
chapters on first aid, sea 
survival, and drills, plus 
updates to all chapters. The 
content has been revamped 
to match the title change, 
to make the book useful 
worldwide (the former title 
was Beating the Odds in 
Northern Waters). 

Fishing Vessel Stability:  
Operational Practices

Deborah Mercy, director

20 minutes   |  DVD

MAPV-63D  $20.00

Stability problems account 
for 35% of all vessel losses. 
This film outlines factors that 
affect stability of small fishing 
vessels—proper loading, free 
surface effect, watertight 
integrity, icing, lifting loads, 
shifting loads, weight creep, 
hang-ups, and heavy seas—
and suggests procedures to 
enhance stability and improve 
safety. Footage of real fishing 
vessel capsizings, models, and 
survivor interviews illustrates 
the potentially tragic results of 
vessel stability problems. 

Beating the Odds: 
Onboard Emergency Drills

32 minutes  |  DVD

M-24D  |  $20.00

Flooding Control: 
Knowledge and Tools 
to Prevent Sinking

Deborah Mercy and Jerry 
Dzugan, directors

14 minutes  |  DVD

MAPV-64  |  $20.00

Fifty percent of the vessels 
lost at sea sink because 
of uncontrolled flooding. 
Knowing how to control 
flooding can save your vessel, 
your catch, and the lives of you 
and your crew.
This video covers maintenance 
to prevent flooding, as well as 
preparation and procedures to 
have in place before a flooding 
emergency occurs. Illustrates 
various temporary patches, 
plugs, and other vessel 
flooding control techniques. 

7th Edition

Rescues at Sea:  
A Guide to Helicopter 
Rescues and 
Dewatering Pumps

24 minutes  |  DVD

M-27  |  $20.00

When Seconds Count:  
Care and Use of 
Immersion Suits

Deborah Mercy and  
Jerry Dzugan, directors

15 minutes  |  DVD

MAPV-38  |  $15.00

A Matter of Survival: 
Liferaft Survival Packs

Ellen Frankenstein

26 minutes   |  DVD

M-32D  |  $20.00

New Edition

Defensive Diving: 
What Every Tender 
Should Know about 
Dive Harvest Safety

Ellen Frankenstein

28 minutes   |  DVD

M-100  |  $20.00

Defensive diving is 
an invaluable tool for 
commercial dive harvestors 
and other divers who want 
their onboard tenders 
to be able to respond 
quickly and appropriately 
to an emergency. With a 
dramatized orientation of a 
new tender and interviews 
with divers who have 
survived diving mishaps, this 
film provides an overview of 
a tender’s role in a safe dive 
operation.

or call toll-free 888.789.0090   11
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Seafood harveSting & handling
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Hanging a Gillnet
•	 Planning
•	 Buying	supplies
•	 Hanging	ratios
•	 Hanging
•	 Finishing	up

This DVD may be purchased from:

Alaska	Sea	Grant
University	of	Alaska	Fairbanks

PO	Box	755040
Fairbanks,	AK		99775-5040

(907)	474-6707	or	toll	free	(888)	789-0090	
Fax:		(907)	474-6285

seagrant.bookstore@alaska.edu
www.alaskaseagrant.org

This	video	was	funded	by	the	Alaska	Marine	Advisory	Program,	1987.

A	production	of	the

Marine Advisory Program 
Alaska Sea Grant

Hanging a
Gillnet

Hanging a Gillnet

MAPV-13D

DVD

18
Minutes

Net Mending 
and Patching

P. D. Lorimer

15 pp.  |  9 x 7.75 
Booklet

M-47  |  $3.00

Illustrated guide to mending 
and patching fishing nets, 
aimed at fishermen starting 
off in a net fishery.

Gillnet Hanging 
4th edn

Paula Cullenberg

22 pp.  |  11 x 8.5 
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-155-2

MAB-29  |  $6.00

An illustrated, step-by-step 
guide for gillnet fishermen. 
Gillnet Hanging is critical to 
success in catching fish.

Hanging a Gillnet

18 minutes  |  DVD

MAPV-13D  |  $15.00

The DVD shows how to plan 
the net, buy supplies, hang 
the net, and finish up.

Quality Is in Your 
Hands: Salmon 
Skiff Fishermen

Deborah Mercy, director

16 minutes  |  DVD 
ISBN 978-1-56612-117-0

MAPV-62  |  $15.00

This video was created for 
skiff fishermen, especially in 
southwestern Alaska, to help 
improve the fishery product 
and their business. 

Labeling Requirements for 
Alaska Seafood Processors

Izetta Chambers

6 pp.  |  8.5 x 11

ASG-58  |  $1.00 
PDF  |  Free

Alaska commercial seafood processors must label their product 
according to state and federal regulations. This bulletin makes 
clear what information is required—company name, name 
of seafood, ingredients (if applicable), permit number, date, 
weight, care of product, etc.

Working with the Alaska Board of Fisheries:  
Guidance for Fishermen

Izetta Chambers

6 pp.  |  8.5 x 11

ASG-59  |  $1.00 
PDF  |  Free
Did you know that Alaska residents and fishermen can submit 
proposals to the Alaska Board of Fisheries, to change resource 
management laws and create new regulations? This bulletin 
tells how to maximize your effectiveness in the process—which 
forms to submit, when to do so, and how to prepare oral and 
written testimony.

pdf

New!

pdf pdf

New!

http://seagrant.uaf.edu/bookstore/
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Salmon Quality for 
Gillnet Fishermen

Deborah Mercy, director

30 minutes  |  DVD 
ISBN 978-1-56612-145-3

MAPV-66  |  $1.00

Trashing Your 
Livelihood:  
Marine Debris and  
Commercial Fishing

Deborah Mercy and  
Jerry Dzugan, directors

16 minutes  |  DVD

MAPV-65  |  $1.00

Fishing for Octopus

Brian Paust

PDF only 
ISBN 978-1-56612-042-5

AK-SG-88-03  |  out of print 
PDF  |  Free

Seafood Safety:  
What Consumers 
Need to Know

Doris Hicks and Don 
Kramer

8.5 x 11 
Brochure  |  tri-fold

M-19 
Single copy  |  Free 
PDF  |  Free 
Multiple copies  |  See website

Advises consumers how to 
safely handle highly perishable 
fish and shellfish, including 
storing, thawing, cooking, and 
serving.

Fish-Wurst:  
Recipes for Sausage 
from Fish

Doug Coughenower

3.75 x 8.5 
Brochure  |  tri-fold

FISHWuRST  
Single copy  |  Free 
PDF  |  Free 
Multiple copies  |  See website

Delicious recipes for fish 
sausage, with full-process 
instructions from raw fish to 
smoked links.

Care of Halibut 
Aboard the 
Fishing Vessel

Don Kramer and  
Brian Paust

36 pp.  |  6 x 9  
Softcover book

MAB-18  |  $1.00

Step-by-step instructions 
on how to land, prepare, 
and store halibut to produce 
top quality product and get 
higher prices.

pdf pdf

Quality Handling 
of Hook-Caught 
Rockfish

Brian Paust and  
John Svensson

20 pp.  |  5.5 x 8.5 
Softcover book

MAB-20  |  $3.00

The fisherman who takes 
care to produce consistently 
good quality product will 
have no trouble selling 
rockfish.

Care and Handling 
of Salmon:  
The Key to Quality

John P. Doyle

ISBN 978-1-56612-010-4

MAB-45  |  out of print 
PDF  |  Free

pdf pdf

Seafood harveSting & handling
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Business Resource Guide 
for Alaska Fishermen

Terry Johnson, editor

56 pp. 
PDF only

MAB-57 |  Free

An excellent resource list of state and 
federal agencies, fisheries organizations, 
nonprofits, and companies. Also 
included are books, newsletters, 
magazines, videos, software, and 
websites. 

pdf

Developing Cooperatives for 
the Alaska Seafood  
Industry

Glenn Haight, Andrew Crow, and 
Hans Geier

45 pp.  |  5.5 x 8.5 
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-125-5

MAB-61  |  $10.00 
PDF  |  $9.00

Cooperatives offer a business model 
for Alaska seafood producers to open 
new markets, create locally controlled 
processing, and pool purchasing power. 
This book will help you decide whether a 
cooperative is the best path to follow for 
your small seafood business.

The Alaska Fisheries Business Assistance Project 
provides information and resources to Alaska’s 
fishermen, processors, and marine-related businesses.

Fishermen's Direct Marketing Manual, 4th edn

Terry Johnson, editor

96 pp.  |  8.5 x 10.75 
Softcover book

MAB-53  |  Free 
PDF  |  Free

Helps fishermen learn strategies for distributing seafood, locating customers, packaging 
and shipping, and basic business planning. 

pdf

How to Make a Directed 
Transfer of Your 
Fishing Business

Sunny Rice

48 pp.  |  5.5 x 8.5 
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-109-5

MAB-59  |  $5.00 
PDF  |  $4.50 
BuNDlE  |  $6.50

This book introduces established 
fishermen to the subject of retiring from 
fishing, discusses transfer strategies, 
and examines tax implications. By 
encouraging fishermen to pass on their 
business skills, this book helps foster the 
next generation of Alaska fishermen.

pdf pdf

http://seagrant.uaf.edu/map/fishbiz/
http://seagrant.uaf.edu/bookstore/


For more fisheries business publications, visit 

alaskaseagrant.org/bookstore

For more about Fi$hbiz, visit

marineadvisory.org/fishbiz

Tracking Your Money: 
A Quick Guide for 
Alaska’s Skiff Fisherman 
and Catcher-Seller

Glenn Haight and  
Jerry Liboff

2 pp.  |  8.5 x 11

ASG-50

Fishing Vessel 
Insurance: How 
Much Is Enough?

Terry Johnson

8 pp.  |  8.5 x 11

ASG-34 

The Business of 
Fishing: Managing 
Finances

Glenn Haight

12 pp.  |  8.5 x 11

ASG-46 

Tips for Direct 
Marketers: Calculating 
Profitability for a Direct 
Marketing Operation

Glenn Haight

12 pp.  |  8.5 x 11

ASG-47

Tips for Direct 
Marketers: Working 
with a Broker or Trader

Sunny Rice, Quentin 
Fong, and Glenn Haight

4 pp.  |  8.5 x 11

ASG-49

Tips for Direct 
Marketers: Basic 
Startup Guide for 
the Direct Market 
Fisherman

Izetta Chambers

6 pp.  |  8.5 x 11

ASG-51

Tips for Direct 
Marketers:  
The Onboard DEC 
Inspection

Torie Baker

6 pp.  |  8.5 x 11

ASG-45

Tips for Managing 
Yearly Fishing Income

Torie Baker and  
Glenn Haight

4 pp.  |  8.5 x 11

ASG-54 
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AquAculture

Guidelines for 
Shellfish Farming 
in Alaska

Brian Paust and  
Ray RaLonde

24 pp.  |  5.5 x 8.5 
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-050-0

AN-16  |  $4.00

This manual has guidelines, 
strategies, and warnings 
about starting a shellfish 
farming business in Alaska 
and other cold water 
regions. 

Growing Shellfish 
in Alaska

Ray RaLonde, editor

12 pp.  |  8.5 x 11

QTR-VII-4  |  $3.00 
PDF  |  Free

Learn about growing 
shellfish and how to get 
aquatic farm permits. This 
issue also has articles on 
an oyster farmer’s road to 
success and an innovative 
school aquaculture program 
in Petersburg, Alaska.

What Does Genetics 
Have to Do with It?  
2nd edn

Anthony J. Gharrett

132 pp. 
PDF only 
ISBN 978-1-56612-136-1

AN-18  |  Free

Clarifies the role genetics 
plays in conservation and 
management of fisheries. 
This second edition has two 
new chapters on rockfishes.

Ocean Ranching

29 minutes  |  DVD

MAPV-19D  $15.00

In Prince William Sound and 
other Alaska fishing areas, 
the release of healthy young 
salmon into the ocean has 
resulted in high returns of 
adult salmon. Hatcheries 
have helped stabilize the 
up-and-down cycles of wild 
salmon runs. This video 
reveals the history of Alaska’s 
hatcheries and describes 
present-day procedures and 
operations.

pdfpdf

Alaska Oyster Growers Manual, 4th edn

295 pp.  |  PDF only 
ISBN 978-1-56612-172-9

AN-19PDF  |  Free

This how-to publication is for new and experienced 
farmers. It covers oyster biology, recommended culture 
techniques, business planning assistance, and guidance 
for permits and leases. Farmers will also learn about best 
management practices for cooperatives, site selection, 
designing site structures, health concerns, processing and 
marketing, and shipping. 

The information in the manual is based on surveys of all 
active growers in Alaska, particularly about successful husbandry methods. Primary authors 
are Ray RaLonde, University of Alaska Fairbanks professor and aquaculture specialist, Rodger 
Painter, shellfish grower and aquaculture researcher/consultant, and Glenn Haight, Alaska 
Department of Commerce, Community and Economic Development.

pdf
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A good place to defoul lantern nets is the beach. Rock crabs and other intertidal scavengers will 

help clean the nets and exposure during low tides kills subtidal growth. 

 
Longline Components 

Nearly all Alaska lantern net operations use longline systems, although some older southeastern 

Alaska farms may still hang lantern nets from logs. 

 
The log systems certainly were inexpensive for shellfish growers in the middle of the largest 

national forest in the country. However, these systems were less efficient to work than longlines, 

gear loss is high, and logs in the water don’t have a very long lifespan. 

 
Longline systems can 

last for decades with 

very little maintenance. 

They are also efficient 

for working lantern nets, 

and are relatively 

inexpensive. Rafts can 

also be used for hanging 

lantern nets, but offer no 

real advantage over 

longlines and cost more 

per unit of gear 

accommodated.  
 
Longlines are simply 

ropes strung between 

buoys attached to 

anchors. These lines can 

 

Source: State of Alaska aquatic farm packet. 

 

Parallel independent longlines at Pearl of Alaska’s farm in Rock Pass 

south of Kake. 
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Raft suspension system supporting 42 stacks of trays.         Eight stack tray growout system. 
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Table 1. Ten year production plan for a raft and tray oyster farm with a maximum harvest of 200,000 oysters.
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Recoveries and 
Yields from Pacific 
Fish and Shellfish

Chuck Crapo, Brian 
Paust, and Jerry Babbitt

36 pp.  |  5.5 x 8.5 
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-012-8

MAB-37  |  $5.00 
PDF  |  Free

Average percent recovery 
is given for 65 species, from 
starting material to end 
product. For fishermen, 
plant managers, and 
foremen.

Planning Seafood 
Cold Storage, 3rd edn

Ed Kolbe, Don Kramer, 
and Joseph Junker

78 pp.  |  8.5 x 11 
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-104-0

MAB-46  |  $10.00 
PDF  |  $9.00

This book guides processors 
through the planning and 
building stages of a cold 
store unit. This edition has a 
West Coast focus, expanded 
information on the effect 
of shelf life time and 
temperature, updated cost 
estimates, and graphs on 
cost vs. unit size.

Planning for 
Seafood Freezing

Ed Kolbe and  
Don Kramer

126 pp.  |  8.5 x 11 
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-119-4

MAB-60  |  $15.00 
PDF  |  $13.50 
BuNDlE  |  $19.50

A seafood freezing facility—
is it the next step for your 
business or community? 
The book is useful to 
seafood plant managers 
and engineers, refrigeration 
contractors, processor 
planners, investors and 
bankers, and extension 
educators and advisors.

International 
Smoked Seafood 
Conference 
Proceedings

Don Kramer and  
Liz Brown, editors

126 pp.  |  8.5 x 11 
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-127-9

AK-SG-08-02  |  $15.00 
PDF  |  $13.50

This book can improve 
quality and profits of the 
smoked seafood industry.

pdfpdf

Seafood ProceSSing

pdf pdf

Hazard Analysis  |  ASG-38

Groundfish  |  ASG-39 

Cooked Crab  |  ASG-40

Products for Export Only  |  ASG-41

Government Agencies  |  ASG-42

Sanitation Standard Operating Procedure  |  ASG-43

Hot Smoked Salmon  |  ASG-44

Common Mistakes in HACCP
Liz Brown

1 p. each

Single copy  |  Free 
PDF  |  Free 
Multiple copies  |  $1.00

Handouts clarify questions commonly 
asked by processors, to meet HACCP 
requirements. 

pdf
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AlAskA coAstAl communities

Alaska's Fishing 
Communities: 
Harvesting the Future 
Conference Proceedings

Paula Cullenberg, editor

114 pp.  |  6 x 9 
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-120-0

AK-SG-07-02  |  $10.00 
PDF |  $9.00 
BuNDlE |  $13.00

This proceedings focuses on 
how fishermen, community 
residents, and local 
governments can work to 
ensure continuity of a vibrant 
fishing economy.

Safe and Legal Fish 
Waste Composting 
in Alaska

Izetta Chambers

4 pp.  |  8.5 x 11

ASG-55  |  $1.00 
PDF  |  Free 

This bulletin encourages soil 
production using fish waste, 
and teaches the safety and 
legal aspects of composting 
fish waste to comply with 
Alaska laws.

pdfpdf

Fishing People of the North:  
Cultures, Economies, and Management Responding to Change

C. Carothers, K.R. Criddle, C.P. Chambers, P.J. Cullenberg, J.A. Fall, A.H. Himes-Cornell,  
J.P. Johnsen, N.S. Kimball, C.R. Menzies, and E.S. Springer, editors

6 x 9 
Hardcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-171-2

AK-SG-12-03  |  $50.00 
PDF |  $35.00 
CHAPTERS |  Free

In nineteen peer-reviewed articles, authors present research in anthropology, biology, and economics on fishing communities in 
Alaska, Hawaii, Canada, Russia, Japan, and Norway. Papers include cultural responses to climate change, and transitions in fishing 
communities on permits, quotas, and target species. Articles also cover using local knowledge to preserve a fishery and to map 
subsistence patterns, and tribal involvement in fisheries management. Contributors share ways to address change and ensure that 
fishing remains a healthy, vibrant part of northern fishing communities. 

27th Lowell Wakefield Fisheries Symposium 
Alaska Sea Grant 

Fishing People 
of the North

Cultures, Economies, and Management 
Responding to Change

Editors 
C.L. CarothErs  

K.r. CriddLE
C.P. ChambErs  

P.J. CuLLEnbErg 
 J.a. FaLL

a.h. himEs-CornELL  
J.P. JohnsEn

 n.s. KimbaLL
C.r. mEnziEs 

E.s. sPringEr

pdf pdf

Managing Fisheries—
Empowering 
Communities: 
Conference Proceedings
Paula Cullenberg, editor

100 pp 
PDF only 
ISBN 978-1-56612-100-2

AK-SG-05-05  
PDF |  $9.00
The articles in this book 
emphasize the importance of 
fisheries to rural economies in 
Alaska.

Community Quota 
Entities:  
Workshop Proceedings

82 pp.  |  6 x 9 
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-157-6

AK-SG-10-04  |  $15.00 
PDF |  $13.50 
BuNDlE |  $19.50

Experts at a 2009 workshop 
shared information about 
available resources to form 
CQEs, purchase and lease 
fishing quota, and build local 
economy. 

pdf
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Teacher resources

Where the Land 
and Sea Meet

Kirsten Carlson

52 pp.  |  11.25 x 8.5 
Softcover book  |  spiral

SG-ED-74  |  $7.00

This book introduces 
children to 92 sea life species 
from around the world. 
Spiral binding makes it easy 
to do the activities, and to 
make copies.

Alaska Ocean ABCs

Conrad Field

32 pp.  |  8 x 11 
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-0-9797442-2-8

M-146  |  $9.95

Explore Alaska's coast from 
A to Z, with over 50 color 
illustrations of marine 
organisms.

Life on the Beach:  
Among Friends 
and Anemones

Kurt Byers and Marilyn 
Sigman, directors

20 minutes  |  DVD 
ISBN  978-1-56612-098-2

M-29D  |  $20.00

Winner of two national awards

This DVD features an array 
of coastal creatures in the 
intertidal zone. A teacher 
guide with fun activities 
for upper-level elementary 
students is also included. 

Family Boating: 
Preparing for the 
Emergency

Dolly Garza

4 pp. 

ASG-31    |  $1.00 
PDF  |  Free

Provides cold water safety 
information that boaters 
should be aware of.

It Could Have 
Been Prevented
Deborah Mercy and 
Jerry Dzugan, directors

17 minutes  |  DVD 
ISBN 978-1-56612-141-5

MAPV-18D  |  $15.00

Issues such as alcohol, 
weather, and PFDs are 
demonstrated through a 
dramatic fictional story 
about a family traveling 
upriver to a salmon camp.

pdf

Common Bivalves 
of Alaska Poster

11 x 17  |  Poster

SG-ED-30  |  $4.00

This two-sided poster shows 
the clam, mussel, scallop, 
cockle, and oyster species 
common on Alaska’s shores, 
plus PSP information.

Ocean Fury:  
Tsunamis in Alaska

Kurt Byers and Elena 
Suleimani, directors

25 minutes  |  DVD 
ISBN 978-1-56612-096-8

M-25D  |  $20.00

Winner of three national awards

This program features 
interviews with Alaskans who 
witnessed the 1964 tsunami 
in Alaska, presents the 
science of tsunamis using 3-D 
computer graphics, and tells 
how to prepare for a tsunami.  

Beachwalk 

Madelyn Yerden-Walker

3.5 x 8.5  |  Brochure

SG-ED-21 
Single copy  |  Free 
PDF  |  Free 
Multiple copies  |  
See website

Learn how to minimize 
environmental damage at 
the beach without stifling 
children’s curiosity and 
enthusiasm.

pdf
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Teacher resources

Tlingit Moon and 
Tide Teaching 
Resource: 
Elementary Level

Dolly Garza

72 pp.  |  8.5 x 11 
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-060-9

SG-ED-33  |  $10.00

Winner of two national awards

This book brings Alaska 
Native understanding of 
science and ecology to the 
elementary classroom.

The Bering Sea and 
Aleutian Islands: 
Region of Wonders

Terry Johnson

199 pp.  |  8.5 x 11 
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-081-4

SG-ED-42  |  $25.00 
$10.00

Winner of several national awards

This illustrated book describes 
the vast Bering Sea region 
of Alaska. Read about the 
history—early Russian 
exploration, the U.S. purchase 
of Alaska, WW II and the Cold 
War—and present-day efforts 
to manage the abundant 
natural resources.

Ocean Treasure: 
Commercial Fishing 
in Alaska

Terry Johnson 

200 pp.  |  11 x 8.5 
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-080-7

SG-ED-41  |  $25.00 
$10.00

Winner of two national awards

Ocean Treasure is about the 
Alaska fishing industry. It 
provides an overview of the 
seafood industry, with photos 
and drawings of fish and 
invertebrates and the vessels 
and gear used to harvest 
them. 

Beach Explorations:  A Curriculum for Grades 5-10

Gloria Snively

286 pp. 
Softcover book with 80  
5 x 7 study cards

M-08  |  $26.95

The exciting world at the edge of the sea is the focus of this 
richly illustrated curriculum, with pretested lessons.

Combining Iñupiaq and Scientific Knowledge: 
Ecology in Northern Kotzebue Sound, Alaska

Alex Whiting, David Griffith, Stephen Jewett, Lisa 
Clough, William Ambrose, and Jeffrey Johnson

71 pp.  |  11 x 8.5 
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-1-56612-161-3

SG-ED-72  |  $20.00 
PDF  |  $18.00 
BuNDlE  |  $26.00

This illustrated book uses traditional and scientific knowledge 
to present an understanding of 65 species and environmental 
processes in Kotzebue Sound in northwestern Alaska. A unique 
contribution is the month-by-month seasonal account.

pdf

Alaska Native Science: 
A Curriculum Guide

Dolly Garza

143 pp.  |  8.5 x 11  
Softcover book 
ISBN 978-187796-247-9

M-163  |  $10.00

This curriculum book and 
CD introduce teachers to the 
creative potential of using 
multiple knowledge systems to 
learn about the world around 
us. The book is designed for 
grades 6-9 and addresses 
cultural and Alaska state 
science education standards.

http://seagrant.uaf.edu/bookstore/
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Teacher resources

Marine Life Mobiles
approx. 30 x 30     approx. 10 x 18 
Large  |  $20.00     Small  |  $7.00 

M-61  |  Sockeye Salmon   M-65  |  Sea Otters 
M-62  |  Sea Otters   M-66  |  Puffins 
M-63  |  Puffins    M-67  |  Sharks 
M-64  |  Sharks  
M-87  |  Bears and Salmon

These beautifully illustrated mobiles are lightweight and will brighten your office, classroom, store, or your child’s 
play area. Choose from four designs and two sizes. Mobiles are fully assembled and ready to hang, and are printed on 
recycled paper with vegetable-based inks. A percentage of sales helps support marine conservation and research. 

Cold Water Safety 
and Survival, Vol. 2

342 pp.  |  8.5 x 11  |  
looseleaf 
ISBN 978-1-56612-074-6

SG-ED-37  |  $30.00

The latest information 
on cold water survival, 
hypothermia, and personal 
flotation devices for grades 
3-12.

Survivor! Vol. 1

326 pp.  |  8.5 x 11  |  
looseleaf 
ISBN 978-1-56612-073-9

SG-ED-36  |  $30.00

A complete outdoor safety 
curriculum for grades K-2.

Land Safety and 
Survival, Vol. 3

260 pp.  |  8.5 x 11  |  
looseleaf 
ISBN 978-1-56612-075-3

SG-ED-38  |  $30.00

Presents units on preparing 
for a land adventure, 
maps and compasses, and 
emergencies for grades 3-12.

Small Boat Safety 
and Survival, Vol. 4

312 pp.  |  8.5 x 11  |  
looseleaf 
ISBN 978-1-56612-076-0

SG-ED-39  |  $30.00

Includes information on 
preparation for a boat trip, 
small boat skills, and boating 
emergencies for grades 3-12.

Surviving Outdoor Adventures  
M. Allen, S. Campbell, J. Dzugan, D. Falvey, M. Jones, R. McElrath, and S. Newell

alaskaseagrant.org/teachers 
The curriculum meets Alaska science content standards and grade level expectations.

The online Alaska Seas and Rivers marine/aquatic curriculum, developed by 
Alaska teachers, university education faculty, and professional educators, 
provides free, high-quality units for use by teachers, homeschoolers, interpreters, 
youth groups, nature tour guides, and anyone seeking fascinating content 
on marine science topics.  Two grade 8 activities received National Science 
Foundation climate education kudos.

http://seagrant.uaf.edu/marine-ed/curriculum/
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Illustrated Keys 
to Free-Living 
Invertebrates of 
Eurasian Arctic 
Seas and Adjacent 
Deep Waters, Vol. 1.

S.V. Vassilenko and V.V. 
Petryashov, editors

ISBN 978-156612-138-5

AK-SG-09-02  |  $30.00 
PDF  |  $27.00 
BuNDlE  |  $39.00

Illustrated Keys 
to Free-Living 
Invertebrates of 
Eurasian Arctic 
Seas and Adjacent 
Deep Waters, Vol. 2.

G.N. Buzhinskaja, editor

ISBN 978-1-56612-162-0

AK-SG-10-03  |  $30.00 
PDF  |  $27.00 
BuNDlE  |  $39.00

Marine Habitat 
Mapping Technology 
for Alaska
J.R. Reynolds and  
H.G. Greene, editors

ISBN 978-1-56612-131-6

AK-SG-08-03  |  Free 
PDF  |  Free

Responses of Arctic Marine 
Ecosystems to Climate Change
Franz J. Mueter, Danielle M.S. Dickson, 
Henry P. Huntington, James R. Irvine, 
Elizabeth A. Logerwell, Stephen 
A. MacLean, Lori T. Quakenbush, 
and Cheryl Rosa, editors

ISBN 978-1-56612-175-0 
PDF only

AK-SG-13-03 
PDF CHAPTER  |  $10.00
This proceedings advances our 
understanding of responses of arctic 
marine ecosystems to climate change. 
Contributions focus on understanding 
and managing living marine resources in 
a changing Arctic, and managing human 
responses to changing arctic marine 
ecosystems.

pdf

pdf

pdf pdf

Fishing for Pollock in a Sea of 
Change: A Historical Analysis of 
the Bering Sea Pollock Fishery

J. Strong and K.R. Criddle

ISBN 978-1-56612-173-6

SG-ED-77  |  $30.00 
PDF  |  $27.00 
BuNDlE  |  $39.00
In this book the authors relate the 
history of the Bering Sea pollock fishery 
and its management from WW II to 
present. Anecdotes from fishermen 
and  fishery managers, and numerous 
color photos, help tell the story of why 
the pollock fishery is a success and how 
close it came to being an economic 
disaster.

New!

New!

pdf

Global Progress in Ecosystem-
Based Fisheries Management
G.H. Kruse, H.I. Browman, K.L. 
Cochrane, D. Evans, G.S. Jamieson, 
P.A. Livingston, D. Woodby, 
and C.I. Zhang, editors

ISBN 978-1-56612-166-8 
PDF only

AK-SG-12-01 PDF  |  $35.00
Illustrated articles in the peer-reviewed 
proceedings evaluate global progress 
on ecosystem-based fisheries 
management by reviewing regional 
situations and new analytical tools. The 
papers offer ideas for future progress 
in implementation of ecosystem-based 
fisheries management.

pdf

Fishing People 
of the North
C. Carothers, K.R. Criddle, 
C.P. Chambers, P.J. 
Cullenberg, J.A. Fall, A.H. 
Himes-Cornell, J.P. Johnsen, 
N.S. Kimball, C.R. Menzies, 
and E.S. Springer, editors

ISBN 978-1-56612-171-2

AK-SG-12-03  |  $50.00 
PDF |  $35.00 
CHAPTERS |  Free

27th Lowell Wakefield Fisheries Symposium 
Alaska Sea Grant 

Fishing People 
of the North

Cultures, Economies, and Management 
Responding to Change

Editors 
C.L. CarothErs  

K.r. CriddLE
C.P. ChambErs  

P.J. CuLLEnbErg 
 J.a. FaLL

a.h. himEs-CornELL  
J.P. JohnsEn
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pdf
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